
Thornhill Square Association 

Meeting 6:30 p.m. 5 June 2013 

St Andrews Church Hall, Bridgeman Road, London N1 1BQ 

1                     Attendance 

1.1                  Present 

Pip Clothier, Aron Cronin, Chris Day, Robert Fox, Marianne Fox, Michael Holman, Anna McKane, 

Christopher McKane, Rose Millard, Robert Milne, Barbara Segal, Jeffery Sugarman, Bill Tuck and 

Lisa Wood 

1.2                  Apologies 

Paul Bultitude, Jennifer Christie, Claire Darwin, Barbara Firebrace, Caryl Harter, Sally Wardle and 

Beth Wilson 

2                     Previous meeting 

2.1                  Notes 

The notes for the meeting of 14 December 2011 had been posted on the web site and were formally 

approved. 

2.2                  Matters arising 

Nothing was discussed. 

3                      Thornhill Square Gardens and Thornhill Crescent Gardens 

Bhupesh Thapa (the Central Area Parks Manager) outlined the organisation and state of Islington 

Parks. There were three parks managers, covering 180 parks and other open spaces. About 70 were in 

the Central Area, which stretches from Caledonian Park to Grimaldi Park. It is served by the parks 

manager, a ranger and an apprentice ranger. In addition there are some park keepers (such as Angie, 

who is moving on and being replaced by Sarah, for Thornhill Square Gardens and Thornhill Crescent 

Gardens) and five gardeners that aim to tackle each park every ten or fifteen days. 

The Islington policy was to lock park gates shut at night to make clear that people entering were 

trespassing, even though they came through gaps in railings. This policy had been briefly reversed in 

Barnsbury Square Gardens, where the gates were locked open because dog owners had been locking 

them shut to keep others out. The dog owners might now have moved on to Thornhill Road Gardens, 

where there were known problems. 

In 2012 the Association provided the council officers with quotations for the repair to the gap in the 

railings that were considerably cheaper than those obtained by the officers. The next step is for the 

Assets Manager to check with Metalcraft (which submitted one of the quotations provided by the 

Association) to confirm that it provided work to English Heritage and Islington Council standards. As 

it has a long list of garden squares to its credit, as well as Downing Street and Hampton Court (for 

example), and as it worked on Arundel Square, it should be able to satisfy the Assets Manager when 

he has time to check. Then James Gilchrist (the Head of Greenspace and Leisure) and the councillors 

will make decisions. There is an assets budget of £200,000 for repairs that is mainly consumed by 



addressing health and safety problems, but there might be other sources of money. The absence of a 

clear time frame for the decisions is frustrating. 

Now that park maintenance has been brought back in-house, there should be better training. In 

particular the park keepers should become able to facilitate gardening and simple local events. 

However, as yet the park keepers do not know about setting up the goal posts that have been bought. 

Annual bedding is no longer provided as it is expensive and needs replacement twice a year. Anna 

McKane volunteered to obtain and sow wild flower seed in the central border with a week (though she 

was unsure that it would develop now). Other areas could be filled with tough but attractive shrubs. 

More generally Anna McKane noted that there were several problems areas: the herbaceous borders 

(which need expert attention), the rose borders (which have been two-thirds destroyed by heavy, and 

possibly inappropriate, park usage) and the rockery (which could become a fern garden). The 

residents could form a group contracted to maintain an area (perhaps running a trial on a small area) 

or have action days for particular tasks. Bhupesh Thapa noted that such a group needs a considerable 

effort to run and tends to fail when the community leader ceases to be involved (though there have 

been cases in which the momentum was maintained thereafter). 

Bhupesh Thapa undertook to: 

 Find out the payments available under contracts to maintain garden areas. 

 Ask the views of the park keepers and the rangers on what to do about the rose beds. 

 Look at the muddy patch alongside the east fence of the playground. 

It was hoped that more could be said about the repair to the railings, and about proposals for resident 

contribution to the gardens, at the next meeting. 

4                      Safer Neighbourhood Panel 

Meetings of the Safer Neighbourhood Panel for Caledonian Ward are expected to continue (perhaps 

every three months) following the police re-organisation. Robert Milne takes to those meetings the 

problems with crime or anti-social behaviour that residents tell him about. Currently the area is not 

one of the priority areas identified by the police at the meetings. 

Problems with noise are not the responsibility of the police. Robert Milne undertook to remind people 

about the police and council phone numbers and the division of responsibility, as far as it was clear. 

5                      Ward Partnership 

The Ward Partnership, led by the councillors, is intended to give residents and businesses the chance 

to influence matters locally. It holds public meetings every six months; the next, on 26 June, will 

publicise the Cally Plan.  

Associated with the Ward Partnership is Team Cally, which is looked after by Mohamed Hammoudan 

(the Neighbourhood Coordinator, who also works for the Bemerton Tenant Management 

Organisation). In 2012 this opened its steering group, which meets every six weeks; Robert Milne sits 

on it. It looks at applications for sums of hundreds of pounds from the Local Initiatives Fund related 

to community activities and at priorities for sums of tens of thousands of pounds in the Ward 

Improvement Programme. The Ward Improvement Programme identifies environmental and other 



improvements to be implemented when funding permits; the funding is principally Section 106 

money, which is required by planning consents from developers as compensation from the disruption 

and change caused by developments. 

6                      Cally Plan 

Robert Milne outlined the content of the draft Cally Plan, which is to be a Supplementary Planning 

Document covering the stretch between the Regent’s Canal and the Overground line. It describes 

potential improvements through arts, to appearance, to public spaces, and in businesses. It has been 

drawn up by Elliott Kemp (a planning policy officer) with some input from a steering group, 

including Robert Milne. Perhaps its strongest sections are those on typical ‘planning’ matters. 

Association members noted that the draft Cally Plan said relatively little about developing businesses, 

especially given the competition from supermarkets and web sites. They commented that the 

opportunities presented by King’s Cross Central needed to be exploited vigorously and urgently: there 

should be signs indicating the way and introducing the area on Copenhagen Street as well as on the 

ways through the estates from York Way, and there should be fliers distributed to the residents and 

students in King’s Cross Central from or about the shops in Caledonian Road.  

It was agreed that a further meeting would be held to examine the Cally Plan in some detail when it 

was available for public consultation. 

Briefing notes on planning enforcement actions related to Caledonian Road had been issued in 

October and February and would be provided on request. 

7                      Operations 

7.1                   Use of funds 

The Association has approximately £400, including a very generous anonymous donation of £100. 

8                      Future meetings 

8.1                   Time and place 

7:30 –9:30 Thursday 25 July 2013 

St Andrews Church Hall, Bridgeman Road, London N1 1BQ 

8.2                  Agenda 

Thornhill Square Gardens and Thornhill Crescent Gardens 

The Cally Plan 

9                   Actions 

Anna McKane to scatter wild flower seeds. 

Robert Milne to remind people about the police and council phone numbers and the division of 

responsibility, as far as it is clear. 

The Committee to choose and circulate the date of the winter party. 


